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Abstract
The following paper illustrates how Quality Function Deployment (QFD) could be usel to
operacionalize the marketing coiicept. The relationship between marketing and satisfaction ol the
customer's needs with the Quality Function Deployment criteria is examined. The QFD as man.igement approach is described, giviiig special emphasis to the Voice of Consume's (VOC) phase. The
style of communication that results from the application of QFD is discussed. The advantages and
limitations of the application of QFD are highlighted. Lastly, some conclusions are stated.
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Despliegue de la función de calidad (QFD)
y mercadeo: hacia la satisfacción del cliente
Resumen
El siguiente artículo muestra cómo el Despliegue de la Función d e Calidad (denominac o en
inglés " Q F D . siglas de "Quality Function Deployment") puede ser utilizado para operacionalizar
el concepto d e mercadeo. Se examina la relación existente entre el mercadeo y la satisfacciín de
necesidades del consumidor, tomando como criterio el despliegue de la función de calidatl. Se
describe el despliegue de la función de calidad como proceso gerencial, prestando especial ater ción
al enfoque de la voz del consuinidor. Se considera el estilo de comunicación que surge (le la
aplicación de QFD. S e remarcan las ventajas y limitaciones del despliegue de la función d e cal dad.
Por último, se formulan concluciones sobre el enfoque de QFD.
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Introduction
In the sixties, Keith defincd the marketing process as the human activity directed at
satisfying needs and wants through an exchange process. Today, in the iiianagerial cientific community this concept Iias been enhanced by Kotler (1991), who states that the
marketing concept, which holds the key to
achieving organizational goals, consists of determining the needs and wants (1) of target
markets and delivering the desired satisfactions more effectively and eíficiently than
competitors do. As it can be dcduced from
Kotler's definition, the satisfaction of the consumers' needs is essential to tlic core of the
marketing concept. In this sensc. marketing is
a long-term multifactor plan, in contrast to the
sales concept that is short and focused only on
the sales objective factor.
For any business firm or company,
identifying and satisfying the customers'
needs must be the main directiori of management, therefore the idea of customer satisfaction is to be present not only in ttie marketing
subsystem but also in al1 the organizational
units. It has been said that if ihe marketed
product cannot satisfy the needs of customers,
the marketing and the business objective of
the company cannot be fulfilled (Kotler,
199 1). For this reason, many husiness managers are aware of the marketing concept and its
relationship to sales and profitahility.
Often, the difficulty in achieving marketing objectives lies in the coiiiplicated process of operationalizing marketing goals. It
could happen that the marketer-Shave a good
understanding of what marketing means, but
they do not know how to impleiiient this concept in practica1 situations nor do they visualize how to operationalize tlie customers'
needs. Furthermore, other reasons explain

failures from a marketing framework. One
reason can be attributed to the tendency t< disregard the customer's voice and magnif:?the
voices of engineering or top executives another reason is the loss of customer neecs information as the product moves througli the
product development cycle; lastly, the different interpretations of specifications by th: departments involved influence the loss of i iformation on what the customer needs.
On the other hand, the quality di nension has appeared as one of the solutions for
fulfilling the objectives of the marketing process. Many f i m s have proveed that the qi ality
function in the business field is an importa itdimension that managers should consider as a
way to operationalize the marketing concept.
The achievement of the marketing cona pt is
gained through the total quality concept and
quality must be reflected in both, customer satisfaction and profitability. Nevertheless, n recent years, the quality concept has been d-veloped with such speed that the marketing process has not been able to incorporate the nnovations to the same extent as the quality process has been able to do it, with the implication
that the marketing process, in some cases cannot use the enormous amount of information
that the quality dimension generates.
In this sense, markeling and qilalify
concepts share common aspects target:d at
satisfying the customers' needs. To I)lend
these twoconcepts, the marketing process and
the quality function, a new approach hzs appeared to improve the knowledge of thc customers' needs and to find out how their ;atisfaction can be fulfilled with aquality crit-rion
in a segmented market. As it will be described
trought out this paper, this new methodology
called Quality Function Deployment (QI'D) is
one of its most important components of the
total quality management approaches th.it has
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gained a great deal of attention in the last two
decades.

1. Marketing and satisfaction
of the customer utilizing QFD
The concept of customers' satisfaction
has been receiving increasing aticntion in the
literature during the last three dccades. The
marketing mission is the identification of customers' needs, with complete and in-depth
understanding of what customcrs are requesting in some specific unit of time
In the opinion of O'Ncnl and LaFief
(1992). the understanding of customers goes
further than the wriiten specifications of any
given need; the marketer requircs to identify
as much as possible of those prebent needs in a
segment of a consumer population. Going beyond the stated needs of the cu\tomers is the
key to what is called Quality Function Deployment (QFD).
The concept of QFD was introduced in
Japan by Yoji Akao around the sixties. By
1972, the power of the approach was demonstrated by using it at Mitsubishi's Kobe shipyard in Japan. In 1978, the first book on the
subject was published in Japanese. Other
Japanese firms have used this npproach with
important accomplishments. Quality Function Deployment was brought to the United
States of Arnerica by the Ford and Xerox
firms in 1986. By 1989, twenty-four U.S.
companies used this methodology and in the
1990's, more than one hundrcd firms have
been reported to have utilized i t (O'Neal and
LaFief, 1992: 137).
Quality Function Deployment uses the
analogy of houses to illustrate tlie functioning
of the process and the integration of the information into action plans. The rnodel resembles a guest as the customer wlio is "invited"

-

to visit some house, which is the firm and the
development of the product. The team assumes the host role and the different par[; of
the house are the different units in the f rni.
The customer is "taken for a walk" through
the different parts of this house. In each part
the guest gives his opinion of what he w: nts.
This methodology utilizes third dimen;ion
techniques that are presented as "virtual ri:alities" to the customers. These "virtual ri:alities" are deployed through the process of c reation and developemnt of a product to dt:termine the quality thatconsumers are requir ng.
Quality Function Deployment is b ised
on an organizational approach that focusc S on
the lens model proposed by Brunswik (Griffin
and Hauser, 1992). It uses verbalized perzeptions of customers as a model or "lens" tc i see
what the customers want, what their pr':ferences are and how competition and ,,ales
could be affected by such perceptions. The
customer is the main aspect in the chain ol creating the productor service. It is important to
emphasize that this approach is a rat-onal
based method, in which the need and sati ;faction of the customer are assessed by objeztive
means.
One important condition of QFD i,.that
a team makes the work. Quality Functioi! Deployment focuses on the design, manufacturing and marketing of the product, always with
the information provided by customers The
purpose of QFD is to deploy the necejsary
quality to satisfy the customer. Thus, ot,taining the voice of the customer is the focal ~ o i n t
of the QFD process. If an inaccurate repr :sentation of customer desires is obtainec, the
QFD process will fine tune the system to ~ r i n g
forth the wrong product.
Quality Function Deployment has
risen in contrast to the traditional sales b iying
concept. In the traditional approach su:h as
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sales, marketing is understood as one of the
departments of the whole firm. By contrast, in
the QFD concept, the marketing unit interacts
withother components ofthe corripany as well
as with customers. Consequcntly, when QFD
is applied, different departmenis of the firm
have a team spirit, removing tlepartmental
barriers and accomplishing cooperativc work.
Andrade and Campo-Redondo (1998)
stress another important feature regarding
QFD, which is thc quality dimerision. Quality
Function Deployment cmphasizcs quality in
al1 of its scope. Quality Functiori Deployment
considcrs that each phasc of the iiiarketing process must be focused with thequality criterion.
Many companies are using QFD to create and improve their products. To mention
some examples, Motorola has achieved important awards as a firm using tlic approach of
focusing on what their cuhtomers want
(O'Neal and LaFief, 1992: 136).
In addition, Toyota has used the Quality Function Deployment approach since
1977, following four years 01- training and
preparation. Results have been impressive.
Between January 1977 and April 1984, Toyota Autobody introduced four riew van-type
vehicles. Using 1977 as a b a x , Toyota reported a 20% reduction in stari-tip costs on the
launch of the new van in October 1979; a 38%
rcduction in November 1982; niid a cumulative 61% reduction at April 1984. During this
period, the product development cycle (time
to market) was reduced by onc third with a
correspond improvement in q~ialitybecause
of a reduction in the number ol'engineering
changes (Bagozzi, 1995).
Gillette is other company that spends
every year more than one rnillion dollars for
shaving-testing programs utilizing a QFD approach. They have interviewed people to find
diflerent needs that thcse custorners are pre-

senting with the shaving routine. The ltra
model (a type of razor with a swivel-h:ad)
was introduced in the market after researc iing
some characteristics of the Trac 11 razor (another type of razor). TheTrac 11 model wa ; not
fulfilling what the customers were reques ing,
so the Atra model was introduced to act omplish the needs of the custorners that the h a c
11 could not (Bagozzi, 1995).
Another important firm that has
gained much attention for its profitabi1i.y is
Puritan-Bennett. This company utilizet the
QFD methodology to dcsign a spirornet -y, a
dcvice used in rneasuring the total volunie of
air in the lungs as well the amount of exhaled
air (Hauscr, 1993). Improving of this n edical diagnostic tool led the organizaticn to
make important advances in marketing and
profitability in comparison with its com 3etitor -Welch Allyn.
In Venezuela, the marketing concept
has been utilized sparcily. It appeard irery
incipiently in the fifties when the Venezuelan society moved from a rural based e-onomy to an industrialized one (Vanrnaicke,
1988). However, the big companies a'love
described functioning in Venezuela usually develop the quality standarts of heir
products in segmented markets based i i the
countires in which such companies lave
their head quarters. On the other tand,
managers in Venezuela tend to develo 3 the
marketing concept based on the sale approach rather than on the deployrne.it of
products to irnprove quality. Even th8)ugh
the quality concept has been introduc :d in
some business in Venezuela, such as t l e in
inost important company owned b) the
state, Petróleos de Venezuela (Pdvsa , the
approach that stills prevails to operacionalize the marketing concept is that o ' the
sales oriented.
m
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2. Description of quality function
deployment
Quality Function Deploymcnt utilizes
a systernic rnodel -included the visualization
to expose to people how the produci or service
works- represented by "houses" in which each
"part of the house" is understood within the
marketing, engineering, R&D, manufacturing
and managernent frarnework. Tlic rnodel
functions as a matrix, in which a tr'inslation of
custorners' needs is converted into marketing
languages, engineering and other components
of the firm.
Griffin and Hauser (1992) itnd Hauser
(1993) have rnade a good explanntion of the
functioning of these houses and rheir expositions are surnmarized as follows:

a) The LLhouse"
of the Voice of the
Consumer (VOC). Also known as the house
of quality. This house consists of the description in the custorner's own word\ of the benefits they would like frorn a product or service.
A custorner need is a description of the
benefits to be fulfilled by the productor service. Other important investigatiori in this stage
is the comparison of the custonicr perceptions
of competitive products. Gener'illy speaking,
the one-on-one interview or proup approach
(6 to 8 customers) is used to inlerview a group
of custorners and discuss witli them their
nceds regarding a new product or service or
irnproving an existing one. Once the tearn of
the firm has obtained a large number of customers needs (around 200 to 400) these needs
are classified hierarchically antl divided into
three types of needs.
The prirnary needs are tlic strategies or
basic needs, and of course, they are the most
irnportant for customers. These rieeds respond
to the question of what they will assume the

product will do. The secondary needs are th:
articulated needs and they are classified cor sidering the design of the product and the rna .keting possibilities and strategies; also, th S
set of needs answers the question of what tt e
custorners say they want the product to d 3.
The tertiary needs are based on the provision
of specific direction for the engineers; al :o
they contain the exciternent or surprise ch: racteristics of the product, rneaning, how c!ients will be surprised if they find a speci 'ic
characteristic in the product. The voice of t he
customer involves the identification, stn!cture, priority and comparison of custorners'
needs. In the marketing approach, the voicc of
the customer stage ir. the phase that rnarket ng
pays more attention due to the relationship >etween custorners' needs and design attribut :s.
b) The <'house" of the Voice of :he
Engineering. In this step, the needs of the
custorner are translated into engineering concepts. Items such as "time to perform the task"
or "initial setup time" arc analyzed. Also, the
physical characteristics of the product of the
cornpany are analyzed. Once engineering has
an idea of the product, a rnatrix is generz ted,
giving special attention to the developinj of
different relationships of the physical feat *res
of the idea. The "roof' of the house is bu It in
this stage, with the quantificationof the pliysical characteristics and relationships aniong
the design attributes of the product. Moreover, in shaping of product, the team nee 3s to
estirnate costs, feasibility and technical iifficulties for changes in each of the design actributes. This phase links the design attribu es to
actions the firrn can take.

c) The "house" of Manufactiiring
Process. In this stage, actions are linked'oirnplernentation decisions and rnanufac,uring
process operations.
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d) The "house" of Production Planning. This phase links the irnplcrnentation of
manufacturing process operations to plans for
production. .
Griffin and Hauser (1992) consider that
the best known of these houses is the house of
quality. In the implementation OS the QFD approach, the VOC is one of the niost irnportant
cornponents. The VOC sets forth 21 hierarchical
set of customer needs where eacti need or set of
needs is assigned a pnority thai indicates its
importance to the custorner. In this step of the
process, the tearn working on ihc development
of the new idea focuses attention on the voice
of the custorner. A group of custorners is asked
in detail about their needs relared to a new
productor to improve one. For iiistance, in the
design of anew light system in a car, headlights
can result in the need for "lighrs up the road
with a fully loaded trunk."
Quality Function Deployrnent can be
conceptualized as a rnatrix, in which different
cornponents are added, until coinpletion of the
product, this rneans the satisfaciion of the custorner. O'Neal and LaFief ( 1992: 14 1) have
described this matrix in nine Yteps that are
summarized as follows:
Step 1: Determination oí' the customers' needs: This step answers the question of what customers want in the
productor service.
Step 2: Identify product control characteristics: This step translates custorner
requirements into technical specifications. It answers the question of how customers' requirements can he delivered.
Step 3: Developing of thc matrix relationship: This describes the degree to
which each technical characteristic iníiuences the custorner desired requirernents;
the customer weight in the relationship.

Step 4: Developing the matrix related
to the changes: A matrix that shows how
a change in one product control af ects
another characteristic is developed.
Step 5: Market evaluation: A new ;iddition to the market cvaluation is n ade.
This step covers custorner expressec. irnportance ratings for the listed requirenients and competitive evaluation da a for
existing products.
Step 6: Competitive evaluation: A control of the company's productor serv ce is
generated.
Step 7: Key selling: A strategic appioach
is generated to sell the product.
Step 8: Target values: Target valuc S are
developed for each of the product cc ntrol
characteristics. These characteristit S are
based on the agreed selling point:, the
custoiner importance raiing and tht current product's strengths and weaknc SS.
Step 9: Further deployment: The aspects of quality control of the produ:t are
selected, based on the comrnents clf the
custorner satisfaction point of view
The process of identifying cus'omer
needs is a qualitative task. Around 10 to 30
customers of a segmented market are interviewed by 4 to 6 experts. The interview :ould
be one to one, or it could be a focus youp
cornposed of 6 to 15 customers. The e:;perts
ask the custorners to make a cornplet: and
creative description of what they co-isider
could be iheir needs; in addition, the interviewers request the customers to figu .e out
hypothetical experiences with the produ:t that
has been worked on. For instance, wcirking
with the idea of irnproving a new pe-sonal
cornputer, the customer can be asked i o picture himself viewing work on a cornpL ter. A
precise description of his difficulties tan be
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requested. Then a portrait of his experience is
reported. The interviewer maintains an empathetic problem-solving attitude arid could ask
for complete descriptions of the nced worked
on. The interview ends when thc team feels
there are no new ideas that can be generated.
Griffin and Hauser (1993) have developed a statistical technique to dcicrmine the
number of ideal customers that nccd to be interviewed. They concluded that with 20 to 30
customers it is possiblc to identify 90 percent
of the cluster needs in a relatively homogeneous customer segment. With rc\pect to the
number of persons in the tearii, the ideal
number is around 4 to 6. These authors have
also found that there are no significant differences between the one on one interview and
the focus groups. They recommcnd the focus
group over the personal interview due to the
costs of the personal interview.

3. Quality function deployment
and communication among the
units of the organization
There is important evidence in the literature about the positive correlationship between different cornmunication ~initsof an organization and the dcvelopmcnt of a new
product (Griffin and Hauser, 1992). In this
scnse, QFD is considered as orie represcntative of the quality concepts in cornmunication
and cooperation among differcnt teams in a
company. An advantages of ulilizing QFD relies on the fact that this approacli has proven to
encourage communication and cooperation
among the different units by rcquiring input
from marketing, that is the consumers voice,
engineering, and agreement o11 interrelationships. One of the functions of tlie team applying QFD is understanding ancl accepting the
inputs generated by the customcrs through

communication specific plans. Therefore, 1 he
underlying factor in QFD is the interfuiictional intercornmunication among the diff :rent units involved in the process of creating or
improving a product or service.
When QFD is used, al1 the teams of .he
organization participate in the creation of [he
new product; therefore, al1 teams accept the
inputs from different units. In this sense, research has shown that QFD enhances comi IUnication among functional groups, such as
marketing, engineering, and manufactur ing
(Griffin and Hauser, 1992: 360).
In this tenor, Griffin and Hauser,
(1992) conducted a study in which the jatterns of comrnunication were analyzed. Tt ese
authors contrasted the pattems of cornm inication that resulted from the applicatioii of
two different quality control managerial approaches, Quality Function Deployment and
Phase-Review Development. Two different
units to improve products in a car-platform
firm applied these techniques. The traditi mal
phase team (phase-review) worked in seq iential steps before commercializing the procluct.
The QFD team worked systemically as thcy
performed the task of improving the procluct.
The two different tearns worked on impro ving
the product, so that each one had its func ions
and each one was responsible for compl1:ting
each phase. The top manageinent revic wed
each phase before the process went on t the
next phase. In the firm studied, both teanis reported to the same manager, both had si nilar
functions, and both worked on the same project. The only difference between the t:ams
was the managerial approach that each team
used in the development of the product.
The findings suggested that the team
using the QFD model had less cornmL nication (in social terrns) but displayed morc: efficient patterns of interaction than the team us-
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ing phase-review. The communications of the
QFD team were more horizontal, with better
functions than thc style of communication
showed by the other team. The authors concluded that the team using a QFD approach
tended to present more overall cornmunication, more communication within functions,
and more communication amoiig functions.
The team utilizing QFD talketl together dircctly to one another rather thaii through the
top of management (Griffin and Hauser,
1992).
The advantages of the QFD model lie
not only in the satisfaction of ihe client but
also in the enhancement of the communication within the organization. In this sense,
QFD could be considered indircctly as an organizational developmcnt (OD) npproach, because integration among thc personnel involved within the firm is obtaincd. In addition,
when QFD is used, because of the cohesiveness that it is generated in the ieams, al1 (he
units involved are empowered. and by doing
that, one can infer that much of the personal
needs of the members are fulfilled (Andrade
and Campo-Redondo, 1998).

4. Advantages of quality function
deployment
Through this paper we havc described
the characteristics of QFD as a methodology
that focuses on the satisfaction of needs across
al1 aspects in the deploymeni and development of products or services. Iii this sense, we
want to stress thc many outstanding features
that Quality Function Deployiiient has:
Quality Function Dcploynicnt is a rnethodology that operationalizc\ h e marketing
concept with a quality dimcnsion. Moreover, it is a scientific appro:ich that has its

steps specifically defined. The validi y of
what the marketer desires to measure (the
customers' needs) is assured. QFD S an
outstanding methodology that enhances
face validity, that is, the representation of
the developed produc in terms of whz t the
customers are requesting.
QFD is a structured process, a visual language, and a set of interlinked cngiiieering and management charts. It establ shes
customer value using the voice of the customer and transforms that value to deiign,
production, and manufacturing prcicess
characteristics. The result is a syster i engineering process, which prioritize! and
links the product development proce ,S,so
that it assures product quality as de ined
by the customer or user.
Quality Function Deployment brinl S together a team of people from many parts
of the organization. Teams often ccdnsist
of people from sales, marketing, res :arch
and development, manufacturing, purchasing, as well as from suppliers. This
team works together to understanl the
customer's needs and wants, and penerates and sets priorities for how the company will satisfy those needs.
Quality Function Deployment enhinces
communication patterns and pro ~ o k e s
more horizontal styles of commiinications. This means that the teams of ( ifferent units have direct communicatio~iwith
each other. If it's utilized approprjately,
QFD can be considered as an orgiinizational development approach, due to the
cohesion that this approach genera e s on
the team.
Quality Function Deployment hiis reduced design time by 40 percent aiid design cost by 60 percent while maint iining
and enhancing product design quali :y and
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customer satisfaction (Griffin and
Hauser, 1993:2). Furthermorc, with the
utilization of QFD, the firm cioesn't necd
to spend money in redesigning or reworking aproduct, since the satisfaction of the
clicnt is measured in each stagc of the development of the product.
Quality Function Deployrnerit provides a
detailed comprehensive conccpt of customers' needs and how their ideas are represented in the product feaiures as their
voices are considered. This has the implication that the loyalty of clierits can be assured, since they are going to receive
what they need.

5. Limitations of quality function
deployment
Even though QFD has displayed many
advantages in the managerial ficld, managers
need to be aware of its disadvantages. In this
tenor, we want to emphasize sonic of the limitations that managers could confront when applying this methodology.
Quality Function Deployment is a methodology that stresses the rational, objective and conscious needs of customers. It
is based on the assumption tliat customers
know what they need. This situation is
very important for specific devices, such
as parts of cars and computers that have a
rational use. However, it will be interesting to research what will happen with
some products that are not designed to
satisfy rational needs.
Quality Function Deploynient was inspired as an approach for plnnning, based
on customers' needs. T o apply QFD it is
mandatory that the differerit units of the
firm have the disposition to work as an in-

tegrated, systemic team. This means tliat
it is necessary that the people involved in
the project of the developrnent of a n :w
idea should reach a level of engagem :nt
as members of this company. The difl :rent "houses" (departments) of the firm
need to be very interconnected and tliey
must have in mind that the objective oF
their work will be the wtisfaction of the
client. T o fulfill this climate, thecomp.iny
needs to be aware of the quality concept
as the tool for succeeding. This has the
implication that oiher departments nzed
to be involved such as Personnel, Org inizational Development and others reliited
to the firm human resources.
Quality Function Deployment requir:~a
great deal of patience, time, discipline and
human effort to understand the needs of
the clients; more information from the zustomers is required in comparison to thc demand of information in the traditional .narketing approach, therefore managerial personnel of the company must under:tand
this. If top management doesn't ui derstand these aspects of QFD, a big arrount
of money can be wasted and a high le\ el of
frustration could appear among the persons involved in the project.
Quality Function Dcployment was first
developed in Japan in response to i demand for improving the quality cor cept.
This country has a tradition of qiiality
managerial style in its industries. Even
though there is a significant numter of
firms that have reported the benefit (.f this
approach, one might think that it is iinportant to understand the firm culture aiid the
country culture where is going to fle applied the QFD.
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Conclusions
This paper represents a theoretical revision of the QFD concept in the context of marketing process. Quality Function Deployment
provides the business field with a complete
quality theory and practica1 stepj to integrate
the core of marketing the customcrs' needs into
the development or improvemeni of a product.
With QFD and its consideratioiis about the
voice of the customer the language of the customer can be translated into technical language
more precisely than the traditional marketing
approach does. The markcter can have a deep
and broad understanding of thc needs of the
customer, guaranteeing the validity of the
product from marketing perspcciive.
As an overall concept, QFD provides a
mean to translating customer requirements
into the appropriate technical requirements
for cach stage of product devclopment and
production (i.e., marketing strategies, planning, product design and engincering, prototype evaluation, production process development, production, sales). In QFD, al1 operations aredriven by the 'voiceoiiIiecustomer';
QFD therefore represents a change froni
manufacturing-process quality control to
product-development quality control.
One of the most outstaiidirig features of
QFD lies in the fact that it is a visual approach
that involves the systemic intcgration of different units of the firm. No longer will the development of a product fall only on the marketing department. Even though the traditional marketing approach considers the understanding of the needs of Lhe customcrs,
QFD has integrated the satisfaction of the
needs with the criterion of quality, in the entire phase of creating and gencrating a prod-

~ i c t .Since units are integrated around ':LIStomer needs and customers' satisfaction lvith
the quality of the product, QFD assures that
thc objectives of the firm will remain within
the customers' needs satisfaction and pr >fitability and not in acommodity producing 3rocess, as sometimes occurs.
Quality Function Deployment generates an environment in which commur ications among different units involved in thi: development of a product arc enhanced in a I iorizontal dimension. This style represents n ajor
autonomy and power in the process of ma king
decisions by each of the members. Jndirectly,
QFD might be considered as an orgaiiizational developmental approach, since thi: approach encourages teams to become mor: cohesive, more integrated, more cooperl tive,
more self-sufficient and more commu iicative, generating less dependency from nanagement.
As Andrade and Campo have writen
elsewhere (1998), Quality Function De jloyment needs more research in fields diff x e n t
from those in which it has been applied. l'roducts that serve to satisfy unconscious nec ds in
customers may require a modification (bf the
QFD approach. Perhaps the assistanc e of
other disciplines, such as psychology can
help in the development of new appro iches
than can be used in the concept of QFD
Even though in Venezuela is a l r n ~ ~inst
existent the concept of QFD, we hop: that
venezuelan managers develop an awar-ness
on the importance of elaborating the m u-keting concept with thc quality criterion. P'e believe that the methodoly of QFD could bring
more quality to operacionalize the d<ployment of products based on the voice )f the
customers.

Qrialiry Futlction Deploytnent ( Q F D ) atid Marketing: Towards Cusronier Satisfactioti
Andrade, J.A.; Campo-Redondo, M.S.

Notes
1. Kotler (1991) makes adifferentiation between needs and wants, but in the bibliography reviewed no significant distinction between these concepts was found.
Even though there is a conceptual difference between needs and wants that the
authors of this paper is a conceptual difference between needs and wants that the
authors of this paper acknowledge, these
two concepts will be treated as exchangeable words.
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